SPARKLING WINE
PONGRÁCZ
An enormously popular sparkler which has an admirable
consistency with a hint of green apple flavour.

K355

KWV | SPARKLING DEMI-SEC
This wine has rich, fruity and tropical aromas
characteristic of the Chenin Blanc grapes used,
with a semi-sweet, yet crispy finish.

K215

NEDERBURG | CUVÉE BRUT
A brilliant, clear bubbly with a lasting sparkle. It has
delicate fruitiness, with a crisp and fresh, lingering aftertaste.

K215

ROSÉ WINE
NEDERBURG | ROSÉ
Clean, fruity and refreshing flavours with a good acid structure.

K215

NIEL JOUBERT | BLANC DE NOIR
With the most beautiful, lively pink colour, this wine
is lovely on the eye, but has an alluring floral nose with
red fruit on the palate. A most versatile wine made from
Pinotage grapes.

K255

WHITE WINE
NEDERBURG | RIESLING
Off-dry, crisp and fresh with hints of pineapple
and lime flavours and a lively finish.

Bottle K245
Glass (150ml)
K55

SARAH’S CREEK | SAUVIGNON BLANC		 K215
With its yellow-green colour, Sarah’s Creek
Sauvignon Blanc has a complex nose with passion-fruit,
grapefruit and ripe fig aromas. The palate is fruity with
a balanced acidity.
CRONIER | CHENIN BLANC
Full, fruity nose with whiffs of pineapple, pear and
honey, with citrus, nettle and honeyed tones on
a soft dry finish.

Bottle
Glass (150ml)

K215
K50

KWV | CHARDONNAY		 K245
This elegantly styled Chardonnay shows orange
blossom, peach and lime on the nose with undertones
of minerality. The palate is chalky with hints of peach,
followed by a creamy, lingering finish.
ZANDVLIET | CAPE WHITE
Refreshing flavours of lime, citrus and melon with hints
of honeysuckle tones. These flavours flow through onto
a luscious palate which ends with a lingering crispness.

Bottle K245
Glass (150ml)
K55

CRONIER | NATURAL SWEET WHITE		 K215
Crisp and clean natural sweet wine with a distinct
pineapple bouquet and a perfect fruit/acid balance.
SPIER SAVANHA | SAUVIGNON BLANC		 K225
Spier Savanha Sauvignon Blanc is a light and fresh
styled wine. It has a dry taste with hints of asparagus,
melon and apple, as well as an aroma with touches of
gooseberry, rhubarb, herbs and citrus.

RED WINE
NEDERBURG | CABERNET SAUVIGNON		 K275
A rich and full-bodied wine with ripe fruit, cherry and
delicate oak spice flavours, firm tannins and a lingering
aftertaste. It has aromas of blackcurrant and cherry, with
violets and nuances of vanilla oak spice in the background.
BACKSBERG PUMPHOUSE | SHIRAZ		 K275
Blackberry, raspberry and rich mocha aromas are
interlaced with subtle aniseed and vanilla tones.
This wine has sheer flavour intensity, most notably
the vanilla characters that fill the mid-palate.
HOOPENBURG | PINOTAGE		 K275
Aromas of strawberries and raspberries, with
subtle hints of coffee and chocolate. This wine is
medium-bodied, fresh and fruity, and has a very
fine-grained mid-palate tannin.
KWV | MERLOT
This generous and vibrant Merlot shows upfront
plum, red berry and cherry flavours with nuances
of cinnamon. The palate is accessible with
well-integrated, powdery tannins and a seamless,
lingering finish.

Bottle
Glass (150ml)

K275
K55

CRONIER | CABERNET SAUVIGNON AND MERLOT BLEND
Delightful cherry overtones and intense colour,
with the nose full of ripe fruit with chocolate
and figgy overtones.

Bottle
Glass (150ml)

K275
K55

ROODEBERG | BLEND		 K245
This layered and sophisticated red blend exudes
aromas of dried herbs, plums and mulberries,
with hints of dark chocolate and tobacco leaf.
The palate reveals fleshy, savoury tannins with
a well-rounded, lasting finish.

ZANDVLIET | CAPE RED
This wine welcomes you to an elegant nose
filled with aromas of red fruit, plums and spice.
The aromas follow through to an elegant
palate that finishes with a smooth, lingering
oak spice aftertaste.

Bottle K265
Glass (150ml)
K55

ZONNEBLOEM | LAURÉAT		 K310
A time-honoured Bordeaux-inspired blend
of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, and
the flagship of the Zonnebloem range.
Richly coloured, full-bodied and generous,
it is velvet on the palate with an explosion
of fruit and a hint of spice.

